How to navigate Slack-BRS2020 Poster Session:

1) Join the BSR2020 Slack channel
   Note: For new slack users you will have to create an account.

2) How to find a participant's slack channel.
   a. Each oral presenter and poster presenter was assigned a channel to facilitate conversations and receive feedback on their work. You can access the full channel list and corresponding abstract using our virtual booklet
   b. To search for a poster, click the plus arrow next to channels the select “Browse Channels”

For Oral Presenters
a. Oral presenters channels can be found by typing their last name Ex: Christian Jenkins , Search for their last name and click “Join”

b. Now that you have found and joined the channel you can use the chat button to continue conversations or provide additional feedback for oral presentations. Please be mindful of our code of conduct which can be reviewed here
Example of a slack channel for Christian Jenkins:

For Poster Presenters

a. Each Poster has a designated slack channel/number. You can review all abstracts and associated channel numbers in our virtual booklet. To find a poster use the “Browse channels” feature and search by poster number. For example Zarina Balde is poster is assigned channel #21. Search 21 and join this channel.

Inside Zarina’s channel you will see the following: Zarina’s poster and two ways to interact and provide feedback on Zarina’s work a) A zoom link to facilitate face to face discussions b) the chat feature to ask questions and congratulate scholars on their work.

During the poster session on November 4, 2020 at 12pm we HIGHLY encourage viewers to join and interact with participants using their zoom links.
The slack channel will stay open up to a week following the symposium we highly encouraged viewers to use the chat to continue conversations.

**For Slack questions and support:**

Search for the "questions and support" channel and use the chat box to ask your question our admin team will respond ASAP.